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About This Game
Overpower is a competitive class-based arena combat game! Choose between Warrior, Mage, Ranger, and Assassin, each with a
variety of unique abilities and weapons to customi 5d3b920ae0
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love this game cant wait to see more people playing. This game is Awesome! need more people playing this!! Only thing is that
it needs more people playing. Each class is strong in its own way. This is a great pvp game. Its super new, you should buy it !! I
can only see good things for this game coming down the line.. ENG: Good a game!? YES! Unique a game? YES! F2P moba
game? Hope so not never, so NO! No f2p games to me so, yes then to me! Cheap? Yes, even game worth more & was already
too cheap to me so, YES! Offline singelplayer moba with bots!? YES! Better that Paragon!? YES! Better that Overwatch!?
YES! Better that Paladins!? YES! Better that Smite!? YES! FUN!? Absolute! So, YES! IGN 10/10! Best third person view no
fp2 -moba game what i was ever played! FIN: Hyvu00e4 peli!? KYLLu00c4! Uniikki peli!? KYLLu00c4! F2P moba peli?
Toivottavastai ei ikinu00e4 tai muitakaan f2p peleju00e4 joten, kyllu00e4 minulle! Halpa? Kyllu00e4! Peli on kyllu00e4
arvokaampikin mut, kuitenkin liiankin halpa juuri itselleni, joten kyllu00e4! Offline yksinpelattava moodi botteja vastaan?
KYLLu00c4! Parempi kuin Paragon!? KYLLu00c4! Parempi kuin Paladins!? KYLLu00c4! Parempi kuin Overwatch?
KYLLu00c4! Parempi kuin Smite? KYLLu00c4! Hauska!? Ehdottomasti! Joten, KYLLu00c4! IGN 10/10! Paras ikinu00e4
pelaamani kolmannen persoonan kulmasta pelattava ei f2p -moba peli!. GAME IS FUN AS HELL! only down side is its dead! 1
server and ther person is not even playing haha. wish there were other games like this one but very active.. bleep bloop. First off
let me say that the game has amazing potential and I really hope it takes that potential and runs with it to create the fun,
rewarding game I know it can be. Pro's: 1. Skill Based Combat : Aiming/Timing is key in this game especially when playing a
ranged base character. There is plenty of room for players to outplay one another and I love that and im sure plenty of other pvp
junkies do too. Nothing like going in a fight with low hp and out playing a full hp player. 2. Variety: There are 4 different
classes to choose from, with plans to add more in the future. Each class has a choice of a few weapons each with a variety of
effects from slowing people with auto attacks to burning them over time etc. On top of each class having different weapons they
each have the ability to choose two skills out of a list of a couple of skills adding a huge variety of gameplay styles mixing and
matching skills and weapons. 3. Gameplay Modes/Map Variety: There are several modes to choose from, ranging from a control
point to last man standing and others. There also is a handfull of unique maps to play on with a nice unique medieval twist.
Con's: *Note this is a Early Access game so I understand bugs and whatnot are to be expected, just some thoughts on what i feel
needs some love* 1. Bot AI can use a little bit of work, occasionally i've seen them get stuck or fall off maps. Also they can
sometimes take a while to find each other when it comes down to only bots left. For the most part though they aren't too bad and
do occasional suprise me with some nasty combos 2. Balancing: I know its early access and I would love to see a few tweaks to
certain skills etc. Not to worried about this the devs seem very active and open to feedback and im sure in due time well get
some balance changes. But for the most part I seem to be able to kill any of the other classes with any class. So overall I think
this game has HUGE potential and look forward to seeing how it develops over the course of its early access cycle. I can not
wait to play ranked games against other players and climb the leaderboards or level my class to earn class based rewards,
features i've heard that will eventually be coming our way. I'd give the game a solid 8/10 with potential to be a 10/10 as it
progresses.. love this game cant wait to see more people playing
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